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An introduction to EMPAC

Superintendent Dave Hill
EMPAC Programme Director
University of Northampton
What is EMPAC?

The East Midlands Policing Academic Collaboration (EMPAC) will combine the best of academic expertise and a ‘what works’ evidence base to create a dynamic and exciting multilateral partnership that has a tangible impact on policing in the East Midlands and beyond.
Who are we?

EMPAC is comprised of:

5 police forces
5 Police and Crime Commissioners (PCCs)
7 universities in the region

Established governance framework.
What do we want to do?

• **Embed or accelerate understanding** of crime and policing issues, and evidence based problem-solving approaches; and

• **Demonstrate innovation** in building the research evidence base and applying it through knowledge exchange and translation across all levels of policing

• **Inform changes in professional policing** policy and practice through the creation and application of a research-driven evidence base.
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The Approach

- Inclusivity – through active dialogue
- Relationships – Finding the “win-win-win”
- Clarity – through translation
- Decisiveness – through focus on purpose
- Delivery – through all of the above
The Approach

- Clear purpose aligned to all organisations
- Clearly mapped benefits to purpose
- Agreed understanding of risks
- Defined programme structure
- Mapped and engaged stakeholders
- Control and monitoring processes